
Personal Message from June 29, 2019 

Dear Brothers and Sisters, dear Heartdwellers of Jesus 

We come to you with a short Explanation. We have received some queries as to why the News from 

Jesus through sister Clare would appear in our channel with such a delay. 

Well, this is explained with one sentence. We need the english text files to be able to translate into 

german. And for a considerable time now, the texts appear with a delay of 5 - 15 days on the 

Heartdwellers Website. As soon as we have the texts, we can begin with the translation. After the 

translation is finished, it is being revised by a second person, then follow the search for images and 

their editing, the video preparation (EN & DE) in the video tool, the speaking and rework of the videos, 

rendering, uploading and publishing on Youtube and updating of the website, which requires all in all, 

depending on the length of message, one complete work day of 1 or 2 persons. This only for your 

information, because one cannot recognize all these steps in a published video of 10 - 15 minutes. 

If there is a short urgent call for prayer, we will endeavour to get the english text out of the video as 

soon as possible in order to be able translate it into german. But for the regular teaching we will have 

to wait for the texts to appear on the website. 

Wenn es einen kurzen dringenden Gebetsaufruf gibt, werden wir bemüht sein, den englischen Text so 

rasch wie möglich aus dem Video zu holen, um ihn dann ins Deutsche übersetzen zu können. Aber für 

die regulären Botschaften müssen wir darauf warten, bis die englischen Texte auf der Webseite 

erscheinen. 

And regarding His messages through Clare, He also explains, how each of us can personally receive his 

or her own spiritual Nourishment directly from Him... 

Jesus says... "You see, you don’t want to become dependent on Clare for a word. No, become dependent 

on Me for a word. I am always with you, always. Have you forgotten I am omnipotent? That means 

having unlimited power; able to do anything. Do you think responding to you is outside My realm of 

skill? Of course not. What is lacking in you is faith, the faith to believe I am truly speaking to you. The 

faith to believe I really want to speak with you. I really do value your company and long to share in 

every facet of your lives. 

"Go to your Scriptures, Rhema boxes or to the Online Rhemapage frequently, to see what I am thinking 

in any given moment. I will steer you through such means. I will inspire and reinforce you, encourage 

and even correct you when you need it. Without direction, you soon become a reed swaying in the wind 

and are easily thrown off track. But when you’ve taken the time to entreat Me, listening to Me, using 

the tools you’ve been given on this channel, you become rock solid. Your foundation is secure. No longer 

are you rooted in sand, your roots have now taken hold in the rock." (Link to this Message is below this 

Video) 

In addition to this, our channel also serves to bring together the Divine Revelations through various 

vessels at different times. It is therefore not just a (german) copy of Clare's channel. We follow the 

guidance of the Lord for our channel and we publish as to how He leads and inspires us. Also the 

reprocessing of the older messages serves as fresh manna for the new arrivals and as repetition and 

refresher for those, who have been around for a while. The Lord definitely knows best, what the 

visitors of our channel need. We also let us be guided by Him, which of His new messages through 



Sister Clare are relevant for our channel. One thing is certain, each Word of God is life, whether it 

was given 2000 years ago, 3 years ago or yesterday. 

For those, who need to have the latest News immediately, Sister Clare's Vimeo Channel is available 

publicly to everyone. The link to her channel is below our videos on Youtube. You also find it on her 

website heartdwellers.org. 

And we also recommend you to use the Online Rhemapage on our website jesus-comes.com, for a 

personal message from Jesus. We also try to keep the Rhema Database updated. You also can use it, so 

that the Lord may point out something important to pray for, if you belong to the intercessors and 

prayer warriors. Or create your own Rhema Box, f.i. with a shoe box and write down your own Rhemas. 

Bibleverses, hints or answers, so that the Lord can call your attention to something important. 

We thank you from the heart for your understanding and your patience and we encourage everyone to 

not only watch the News, but to also receive the other teachings, exhortations and corrections of the 

Lord. In our channel, we have over 3000 videos with messages and teachings from the Lord, more than 

1500 in english and on our websites there is even more in textform. There are also many translations 

into other languages, which have been sent to us by our brothers and sisters. A heartfelt thank you to 

all translators, who invest their time and energy to make the Lord's Word available to their 

countrymen. Your work is so valuable. The Lord bless you. Our son Pascal receives these translations 

and publishes them on our website jesus-comes.com. 

We love our 'work', knowing, that it serves many of our brothers and sisters and brings them joy. The 

Lord gave us also the grace, that we have the time and energy necessary to do this now for several 

years already, without weekends or vacation. We thank you also from the heart for your prayers and 

financial support, for without them, we could not do this full-time. The Lord bless you all... 

In His Love 

Jackie & Theo 

with Pascal 


